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Abstract
In this paper we estimate the stable rank and connected stable rank of C∗-algebras under a
technical assumption on their spectrums. Using this result we obtain some stable rank formulas
for type I C∗-algebras. In particular, we obtain a product formula for the stable rank of type I
C∗-algebras.
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1. Introduction
In the dimension theory of topological spaces, the product formula for the cover-
ing dimension is one of the fundamental properties. The formula means that:
(F1): dim(X × Y )  dim X + dim Y
for (σ -compact), locally compact, Hausdorff spaces X, Y and their product space
X × Y , where dim(·) is the covering dimension of topological spaces (cf. [7, Section
26]). For C∗-algebras regarded as noncommutative topological spaces in a sense,
their stable rank (as a notion of dimension) and connected stable rank were intro-
duced by Rieffel [11], in which a natural question was raised, whether the product
formula for the (topological) stable rank holds. The formula means that:
(PF): sr(A⊗B)  sr(A) + sr(B)
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for any C∗-algebras A, B and ⊗ a suitable C∗-tensor product, where sr(·) is the
stable rank of C∗-algebras (note that ⊗ is unique for type I C∗-algebrasA orB since
they are nuclear). Since then some partial answers to this question have been obtained
(cf. [8,9,14–17,19,20]), but the question in general remains open. As a comparison,
for the real rank introduced by Brown and Pedersen [2] as a real version of the stable
rank, some counterexamples to the product formula for the real rank were obtained
by Kodaka and Osaka [5].
We show in this paper that the product formula for the stable rank does hold
in the case of C∗-algebras of type I. Also, we obtain a modified product formula
for the connected stable rank in the same case. To prove these formulas, we first
obtain the stable rank estimates for C∗-algebras under a technical assumption on
their spectrums by using some methods of [18]. Then, we obtain the stable rank and
connected stable rank estimates for C∗-algebras of type I. After that we consider
the case of inductive limits of type I C∗-algebras. Finally, we give some elementary
illustrative examples.
1.1. Notation and facts
We now set up some notations and review some facts used later.
Let A be a C∗-algebra. We denote by sr(A) and csr(A) the stable rank and con-
nected stable rank of A respectively [11]. By definition, we have sr(A), csr(A) ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,∞}, and sr(A)  n if and only if any (aj ) ∈ An is approximated by ele-
ments (bj ) ∈ An such that∑nj=1 b∗j bj is invertible inA, and csr(A)  n if and only
if for any m  n, any (bj ) ∈ Am with∑nj=1 b∗j bj invertible in A can be mapped to
(1, 0, . . . , 0) by an element of the connected component GLm(A)0 of GLm(A) with
the identity matrix. IfA is nonunital, we define its ranks to be those of its unitization
A+.
(F2): For an exact sequence of C∗-algebras: 0 → I → A → A/I → 0, we have
sr(I) ∨ sr(A/I)  sr(A)  sr(I) ∨ sr(A/I) ∨ csr(A/I),
csr(A)  csr(I) ∨ csr(A/I),
where ∨ means the maximum ([11, Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and 4.11], [13, Theorem 3.9]).
(F3): Let C0(X) be the C∗-algebra of all continuous functions on a locally com-
pact Hausdorff space X vanishing at infinity. If X is compact, set C0(X) = C(X).
Then
sr(C(X)) = [dim X/2] + 1 and csr(C(X))  [(dim X + 1)/2] + 1,
where [x] means the maximum integer  x ([11, Proposition 1.7], [8]).
(F4): For the n × n matrix algebra Mn(A) over a C∗-algebra A,
sr(Mn(A)) = {(sr(A) − 1)/n} + 1, and csr(Mn(A))  {(csr(A) − 1)/n} + 1,
where {x} means the least integer  x ([11, Theorem 6.1], [12, Theorem 4.7]).
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(F5): Let K be the C∗-algebra of all compact operators on a countably infinite
dimensional Hilbert space, and A⊗K the C∗-tensor product for A a C∗-algebra.
Then
sr(A⊗K) = min{sr(A), 2}, and csr(A⊗K)  min{csr(A), 2}
([8], [11, Theorems 3.6 and 6.4], [13, Theorem 3.10]).
Let
∏
t∈XAt be the direct product of C∗-algebras {At }t∈X indexed by a set X,
consisting of all elements a = (at )t∈X with at ∈ At and the norm ‖a‖ = supt∈X ‖at‖
finite. For a C∗-algebra A, we denote by C0(X,A) the C∗-algebra of all A-val-
ued continuous functions on X vanishing at infinity. It is known that C0(X,A) is
isomorphic to the C∗-tensor product C0(X) ⊗A (cf. [6, Theorem 6.4.17]).
Let Â be the spectrum of a C∗-algebra A, consisting of all irreducible represen-
tations of A up to unitary equivalence. The spectrum Â is locally compact, but not
necessarily a Hausdorff space under the hull kernel topology (cf. [3, Chapter 3], [10,
Chapter 4]). For 1  n ∞, let Ân be the space of all n-dimensional irreducible
representations of A with the relative topology of Â. Note that Ân(1  n < ∞) are
locally compact Hausdorff spaces by [3, Chapter 3] or [10, Proposition 4.4.10].
2. The main results
First of all, we give the following key definition in this paper:
Definition. Let A be a C∗-algebra. Suppose that Â∞ is a Hausdorff space. For
any x ∈ A, we consider all the elements fx = (fx(n, π, ·))1n∞,π∈Ân of the direct
product C∗-algebra
∏∞
n=1
∏
π∈Ân C0(Ân, π(A)) such that for 1  n ∞, π ∈ Ân,
fx(n, π, ρ) =
{
fx(n, π, π) = π(x) ∈ π(A), ρ = π,
fx(n, π, ρ) ∈ π(A), ρ /= π, ρ ∈ Ân
and the function fx(n) : π → fx(n, π, ·) belongs to (Ân, {C0(Ân, π(A))}π∈Ân)
the C∗-algebra of a continuous field on Ân with C0(Ân, π(A)) fibers. In fact, such
an element is defined to be fx(n, π, ρ) = h(n, π, ρ)π(x) where h(n, π, ·) ∈ C0(Ân)
with h(n, π, π) = 1 and continuity of the norm of the functions h(n) on Ân. Then
define B to be the C∗-algebra generated by these elements fx , where fx(n, π, ·)
takes any element of C0(Ân, π(A)) with fx(n, π, π) = π(x) independently from n
and π and with continuity of the norm of the functions fx(n) on Ân.
Then we have the following proposition which is similar with that of [18].
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a C∗-algebra. Suppose that Â∞ is a Hausdorff space.
ThenA is a quotient of the C∗-subalgebraB of∏∞n=1∏π∈Ân C0(Ân, π(A)) defined
as above.
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Proof. Define a quotient map  from B to A by (fx) = x, where the function on
Â
(fx) : Â 	 π → fx(n, π, π) = π(x) ∈ π(A) if π ∈ Ân
is identified with x ∈ A. 
Remark. In the above situation, note that for 1  n ∞,
{Ân 	 π → fx(n, π, π) ∈ π(A)|x ∈ A} = (Ân, {π(A)}π∈Ân ,F)
which means the C∗-algebra of a (bounded) continuous field (not necessarily van-
ishing at infinity) on Ân for some F (cf. [3, Chapter 10]).
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a C∗-algebra such that Â∞ is a Hausdorff space. Then{
sr(A)  sup1n∞ supπ∈Ân sr(C0(Ân, π(A))),
csr(A)  sup1n∞ supπ∈Ân(csr(C0(Ân, π(A))) ∨ sr(C0(Ân, π(A)))).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 and (F2), sr(A)  sr(B). We define C to be the C∗-
subalgebra of all elements ((fx(n, π, ·), λn,π ))1n∞,π∈Ân ∈
∏∞
n=1
∏
π∈Ân C0(Ân,
π(A))+ such that fx ∈ B, λn,π ∈ C as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. By (F2),
sr(B)  sr(C).
We now suppose that
M = sup
1n∞
sup
π∈Ân
sr(C0(Ân, π(A))) < ∞.
For any ε > 0 and any (cj )Mj=1 ∈ CM with cj = (cj,n,π (·))1n∞,π∈Ân and cj,n,π
(·) ∈ C0(Ân, π(A))+, we can find dj,n,π (·) ∈ C0(Ân, π(A))+ for all π ∈ Ân and
1  n ∞ such that ‖cj,n,π (·) − dj,n,π (·)‖ < εj,n,π < ε, and en,π ≡∑Mj=1 dj,n,π
(·)∗dj,n,π (·) is invertible in C0(Ân, π(A))+. For a large constant L > 0, we may
assume that en,π  ε/L > 0 if necessary, by taking εj,n,π small enough, and replac-
ing dj,n,π with its suitable perturbation, and εj,n,π with ε′j,n,π < ε, when en,π 
δn,π > 0 and δn,π < ε/L for some n, π .
In fact, for a C∗-algebraA in general, we have a continuous map from Ln(A)=
{(aj ) ∈An|∑nj=1 a∗j aj ∈A−1} to the positive part A+ of A by (aj ) →∑nj=1
a∗j aj . We let S = {b ∈A+|‖
∑n
j=1 a∗j aj − b‖ < η, and b − (
∑n
j=1 a∗j aj + η′1)
invertible} for some η, η′ > 0. Then S is open in A+ since for b′ ∈A+ with
‖b − b′‖ small, we can make the distance of their spectrums small. Taking η, η′
suitably, we make the distance between
∑n
j=1 a∗j aj and S small enough. Then we
can find a small open neighborhood of (aj ) such that its image under  has nonzero
intersection withS.
Moreover, we may assume that the function π → dj,n,π (π) belongs to the algebra
(Ân, {π(A)}π∈Ân ,F). Indeed, for given π ∈ Ân, we can find dj,n,π (·) as above.
By definition of C, we can find {hj }Mj=1 ∈ CM such that ‖hj,n,π − dj,n,π‖ (1  j 
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M,n) are small enough so that
∑M
j=1 h∗j,n,πhj,n,π is invertible in C0(Ân, π(A))+,
and ‖hj,n,ρ − dj,n,ρ‖ (1  j  M,n) are small enough for ρ in an open neighbor-
hood of π (cf. [3, Lemma 10.1.11 and Proposition 10.2.2]). Moreover, note that if∑M
j=1 h∗j,n,πhj,n,π is invertible, then
∑M
j=1 h∗j,n,ρhj,n,ρ is also invertible for ρ in an
open neighborhood of π . This may be deduced by direct computation using conti-
nuity of the norm on fibers. Thus we continue this process inductively for a suitable
open covering of Ân (or use compactness of the one-point compactification of Ân)
and replace dj with hj . Hence we have dj ∈ C. Therefore, we obtain sr(C)  M .
As for the connected stable rank estimate, we first suppose that all Ân (1  n 
∞) are compact and all {π(A)}π∈Ân (1  n ∞) are unital. We now suppose that
N = sup
1n∞
sup
π∈Ân
(csr(C(Ân, π(A))) ∨ sr(C(Ân, π(A)))) < ∞.
Then any (cj )Nj=1 ∈ CN with cj = (cj,n,π (·))1n∞,π∈Ân and
∑N
j=1 cj,n,π (·)∗cj,n,π
(·) = In,π in C(Ân, π(A)) can be mapped to (I, 0′, . . . , 0′) by (dij )Ni,j=1 in GLN(C)0
with dij = (dij,n,π (·))1n∞,π∈Ân and (dij,n,π (·)) invertible and connecting with
the identity matrix if necessary, perturbing the diagonal components dij,n,π (π) of
each dij,n,π (·) as above, where I = (In,π )1n∞,π∈Ân , 0′ = (0′n,π )1n∞,π∈Ân , and
In,π , 0′n,π are the unit and the zero of C(Ân, π(A)) respectively (Before perturbing
each (dij,n,π (·)) can be taken as a unitary connecting with the identity matrix by
[12, Proposition 5.3], and note that any element of LN(C) can be deformed to such
an element (cj ) as above (cf. [12])). In fact, dij can be taken in C as follows. For
convenience, we may let N = 2. Then(
d11 d12
d21 d22
)(
c1
c2
)
=
(
I
0′
)
.
If we need to perturb dij by d ′ij , then we consider the following operation:(
l 0
−(d ′21c1 + d ′22c2)l 1
)(
d11 + d ′11 d12 + d ′12
d21 + d ′21 d22 + d ′22
)(
c1
c2
)
=
(
I
0′
)
,
where l is the inverse of (d11 + d ′11)c1 + (d12 + d ′12)c2 ∈ C which is near I .
From the above observation, we have
 N∑
j=1
dij,n,π (·)cj,n,π (·)


1n∞,π∈Ân
=
{
In,π )1n∞,π∈Ân (i = 1),
(0′n,π )1n∞,π∈Ân (2  i  N).
By taking evaluation,
 N∑
j=1
dij,n,π (π)cj,n,π (π)


1n∞,π∈Ân
=
{
1 = (1n,π )1n∞,π∈Ân (i = 1),
0 = (0n,π )1n∞,π∈Ân (2  i  N),
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where 1n,π , 0n,π are the unit and the zero of π(A) with π ∈ Ân respectively. Hence
the element ({cj,n,π (π)}1n∞,π∈Ân)Nj=1 is mapped to the element (1, 0, . . . , 0)
by the matrix ({dij,n,π (π)}1n∞,π∈Ân)Ni,j=1 in GLN(A)0. And we may assume
from the above argument for the stable rank estimate that any element (dj )Nj=1
of AN with
∑N
j=1 d∗j dj invertible is extended to an element (cj )
N
j=1 of C
N with∑N
j=1 cj,n,π (·)∗cj,n,π (·) invertible. Therefore we get csr(A)  N .
Next, we consider the complementary cases where Ân for some n is not compact,
or π(A) for some π is nonunital. Then we define E as the definition of C by taking
C0(Ân, π(A)) instead of C0(Ân, π(A))+. ThenA+ is obtained from E+ by evalua-
tion to the diagonal components. ThusA+ is a quotient of E+ by Proposition 2.1. By
[4, Theorem 1.1], we have csr(A)  csr(E+) ∨ sr(E+). We note that E is a closed
ideal of C, and E+ is identified with a C∗-subalgebra of C by the inclusion: E+ 	
((xn,π )1n∞,π∈Ân , λ) → ((xn,π , λ))1n∞,π∈Ân ∈ C. Then any element ((xn,π ,
λn,π ))1n∞,π∈Ân of C is deformed to an element of E
+ continuously with respect
to λn,π . Hence we get sr(E+)  sr(C) and csr(E+) = csr(C). Moreover, we obtain
similarly as above that
csr(C)  sup
1n∞
sup
π∈Ân
(csr(C0(Ân, π(A))
+) ∨ sr(C0(Ân, π(A))+)). 
Remark. The assumption on Â∞ implies that A is of type I. In fact, if A is of non
type I, there exists a subset of A∞ with its cardinality the continuum and having the
same kernal (cf. [3, 4.7.2]). But the converse is not true. For example, we may take
the C∗-algebra of [3, 4.7.19] tensored withK. The stable rank estimates of Theorem
2.2 are useful when the stable ranks of π(A) are computable. In Theorem 2.2, if A
is simple and infinite dimensional, then Â = Â∞ is a Hausdorff space so thatA∼=K.
Now we denote by Prim(A) the space of all primitive ideals of a C∗-algebra A,
and Prim(A)n the subspace of all primitive ideals J ofA such thatA/J = π(A) for
some π ∈ Â with dim π = n.
Corollary 2.3. Let A be a C∗-algebra. Suppose that Prim(A)∞ is a Hausdorff
space. Then it follows that
sr(A)  sup
1n∞
sup
I∈Prim(A)n
sr(C0(Prim(A)n,A/I)),
csr(A)  sup
1n∞
sup
I∈Prim(A)n
(sr(C0(Prim(A)n,A/I)) ∨ csr(C0(Prim(A)n,A/I))).
Remark. IfA is simple and infinite dimensional, then Prim(A) = {0} = Prim(A)∞
so that the above formulas are trivial inequalities.
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Proposition 2.4. For any C∗-algebra A, we have
sr(A)  sup
1n<∞
sr(C0(Ân,Mn(C))) = sup
1n<∞
({[dim Ân/2]/n} + 1).
Proof. Note that for any 1  n < ∞ and π ∈ Ân, we have π(A)∼=Mn(C), and
the union ∪nj=1Âj is closed in Â, and Ân is open in this union (cf. [3, Proposition
3.6.3], [10, Proposition 4.4.10]). Therefore, there exists a subquotient Kn of A with
its spectrum equal to Ân. Hence we get
sr(Kn) = sr(C0(Ân,Mn(C)))  sr(A),
where the left equality is obtained from thatKn∼=0(Ân, {π(A)}π∈Ân) with the local
triviality (cf. [18,21]). Then use (F3) and (F4). 
Recall that a C∗-algebra A is liminal (or CCR) if for any π ∈ Â, π(A) is iso-
morphic to either K or Mn(C) for some n (cf. [3, Chapter 4] or [10, Chapter 6]).
The space Â∞ for a liminal C∗-algebraA is not a Hausdorff space in general. How-
ever, a C∗-algebra A of continuous trace is liminal and Â is a Hausdorff space ([3,
Proposition 4.5.3]) so that Â∞ is also Hausdorff.
Theorem 2.5. Let A,B be liminal C∗-algebras such that Â∞, B̂∞ are Hausdorff
spaces. Then it follows that{
sr(A⊗B)  sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B)  sr(A) + sr(B).
Proof. By assumption and [1, Theorem 3.3] we see that
(A⊗B)∧ = Â× B̂ = ∪∞n,m=1Ân × B̂m.
By Theorem 2.2, we obtain
sr(A⊗B)  sup
1n,m∞
sup
(π,ρ)∈Ân×B̂m
sr(C0(Ân × B̂m, π(A) ⊗ ρ(B))),
csr(A⊗B)  sup
1n,m∞
sup
(π,ρ)∈Ân×B̂m
(sr(C0(Ân × B̂m, π(A) ⊗ ρ(B)))
∨csr(C0(Ân × B̂m, π(A) ⊗ ρ(B)))).
When n = ∞ or m = ∞, since π(A) ⊗ ρ(B)∼=K⊗ Mn(C)∼=K⊗K∼=K by assump-
tion, by using (F5) we obtain{
sr(C0(Ân × B̂m, π(A) ⊗ ρ(B))) = sr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) ∧ 2,
csr(C0(Ân × B̂m, π(A) ⊗ ρ(B)))  csr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) ∧ 2.
Moreover, since sr(·)  1, we have{
sr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) ∧ 2  sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) ∧ 2  sr(A) + sr(B).
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When n < ∞ and m < ∞, since π(A) ⊗ ρ(B)∼=Mnm(C), by using (F4) we have{
sr(C0(Ân × B̂m, π(A) ⊗ ρ(B))) = {(sr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) − 1)/nm} + 1,
csr(C0(Ân × B̂m, π(A) ⊗ ρ(B)))  {(csr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) − 1)/nm} + 1.
Moreover, by using (F1) and (F3) we have
{(sr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) − 1)/nm} + 1
= {[dim(Ân × B̂m)/2]/nm} + 1  {[(dim Ân + dim B̂m)/2]/nm} + 1
 {[dim Ân/2]/n} + 1 + {[dim B̂m/2]/m} + 1  sr(A) + sr(B).
Moreover, by using (F1) and (F3) we obtain
{(csr(C0(Ân × B̂m)) − 1)/nm} + 1
 {[(dim(Ân × B̂m) + 1)/2]/nm} + 1
 {[(dim Ân + dim B̂m + 1)/2]/nm} + 1
 {[dim Ân/2]/n} + 1 + {[dim B̂m/2]/m} + 1  sr(A) + sr(B).
Note that if necessary, without changing the stable ranks of the above C∗-algebras
we may assume that Ân, B̂m (n,m < ∞) are compact by taking their one-point
compactifications. 
Remark. Note that the inequality csr(A)  sr(A) is not true in general. For exam-
ple, if A = C(T), then csr(C(T)) = 2 but sr(C(T)) = 1 (cf. [13, p.381]).
Recall that a C∗-algebra is of type I (or GCR) if and only if it has a composition
series of closed ideals such that their subquotients are of continuous trace (cf. [3,10]).
Then we have the following partial answer to Rieffel’s question about the product
formula (PF) of the stable rank and a modified product formula of the connected
stable rank:
Theorem 2.6. Let A,B be C∗-algebras of type I. Then it is obtained that{
sr(A⊗B)  sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B)  sr(A) + sr(B).
Proof. We may assume that A, B have composition series of countable closed
ideals respectively since the general case for transfinite ordinal numbers is treated
by repeating the methods given below inductively. Let {Ij }∞j=1 and {Kl}∞l=1 be com-
position series of A, B such that Ij /Ij−1 and Kl/Kl−1 have continuous trace
respectively (cf. [3, Theorem 4.5.5], [10, Theorem 6.2.11]). Then the spectrums of
Ij /Ij−1, Kl/Kl−1 are Hausdorff spaces. By Theorem 1.5, we obtain{
sr((Ij /Ij−1) ⊗ (Kl/Kl−1))  sr(Ij /Ij−1) + sr(Kl/Kl−1),
csr((Ij /Ij−1) ⊗ (Kl/Kl−1))  sr(Ij /Ij−1) + sr(Kl/Kl−1).
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By using (F2) inductively, we obtain that for any j, l  1,
sr(Ij ⊗ Kl )
 max
1sj,1tl
{sr((Is/Is−1) ⊗ (Kt /Kt−1)) ∨ csr((Is/Is−1) ⊗ (Ks/Ks−1))}
 max
1sj,1tl
{sr(Is/Is−1) + sr(Kt /Kt−1)}  sr(A) + sr(B).
Similarly, by using (F2),
csr(Ij ⊗ Kl )  max
1sj,1tl
{csr((Is/Is−1) ⊗ (Kt /Kt−1))}
 max
1sj,1tl
{sr(Is/Is−1) + sr(Kt /Kt−1)}  sr(A) + sr(B).
Since the union ∪1j,l<∞Ij ⊗ Kl is dense in A⊗B, we conclude{
sr(A⊗B)  sup1j,l<∞ sr(Ij ⊗ Kl )  sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B)  sup1j,l<∞ csr(Ij ⊗ Kl )  sr(A) + sr(B). 
Remark. It was conjectured by Takai that the formula (PF) for type I C∗-algebras
should be true. This time we have obtained an affirmative answer to this question.
Also, we conjecture that the product formula for the connected stable rank: csr(A⊗
B)  csr(A) + csr(B) for any C∗-algebrasA andB, might hold, and this is known
to be true in some special cases; see (F4), (F5) and Section 3.
Part of the above proof of Theorem 2.6 implies that
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a C∗-algebra of type I. Then it follows that{
sr(A)  2 ∨ sup1n<∞(sr(C0(Ân,Mn(C))) ∨ csr(C0(Ân,Mn(C))))
csr(A)  2 ∨ sup1n<∞(sr(C0(Ân,Mn(C))) ∨ csr(C0(Ân,Mn(C)))).
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.6, we have

sr(A)  sup1j<∞ sr(Ij )  sup1j<∞ max1sj (sr(Is/Is−1)
∨csr(Is/Is−1)),
csr(A)  sup1j<∞ csr(Ij )  sup1j<∞ max1sj csr(Is/Is−1).
Since B(s) ≡ Is/Is−1 is liminal, and B(s)∧ is a Hausdorff space, by using Theo-
rem 2.2 we obtain
sr(B(s))  sr(C0(B(s)∧∞,K)) ∨ sup
1n<∞
sr(C0(B(s)∧n ,Mn(C))),
csr(B(s))  (sr(C0(B(s)∧∞,K)) ∨ csr(C0(B(s)∧∞,K)))
∨ sup
1n<∞
(sr(C0(B(s)∧n ,Mn(C)) ∨ csr(C0(B(s)∧n ,Mn(C))))).
Then use (F5). 
By using Theorem 2.7, (F3) and (F4), we have
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Corollary 2.8. Let A be a C∗-algebra of type I. Then it follows that{
sr(A)  2 ∨ sup1n<∞{[(1 + dim Ân)/2]/n} + 1,
csr(A)  2 ∨ sup1n<∞{[(1 + dim Ân)/2]/n} + 1.
We now say that a C∗-algebra A is an inductive limit of type I C∗-algebras if
there exist C∗-subalgebras Aλ of A for λ ∈  an index set such that their union
∪λ∈Aλ is dense in A. Note that an inductive limit of type I C∗-algebras is nuclear
since nuclearity is closed under taking inductive limits.
Theorem 2.9. LetA,B be inductive limits of type I C∗-algebras {Aλ}λ∈, {Bµ}µ∈M
with their unions dense in A,B respectively. Then{
sr(A⊗B)  supλ∈ sr(Aλ) + supµ∈M sr(Bµ),
csr(A⊗B)  supλ∈ sr(Aλ) + supµ∈M sr(Bµ).
If sr(A) = supλ∈ sr(Aλ) and sr(B) = supµ∈M sr(Bµ), then{
sr(A⊗B)  sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B)  sr(A) + sr(B).
Proof. Note that {Aλ ⊗Bµ}λ∈,µ∈M are C∗-subalgebras ofA⊗B and their union
is dense in A⊗B. By Theorem 2.6, we obtain{
sr(Aλ ⊗Bµ)  sr(Aλ) + sr(Bµ)  supλ∈ sr(Aλ) + supµ∈M sr(Bµ),
csr(Aλ ⊗Bµ)  sr(Aλ) + sr(Bµ)  supλ∈ sr(Aλ) + supµ∈M sr(Bµ).
Moreover, by [11, Theorem 5.1]
sr(A⊗B)  sup
λ∈,µ∈M
sr(Aλ ⊗Bµ).
Similarly, we obtain csr(A⊗B)  supλ∈,µ∈M csr(Aλ ⊗Bµ). 
Remark. Precisely, it follows from [11, Theorem 5.1] that the supremums over λ ∈
 or µ ∈ M should be replaced by the limit infimums. Also, the equality sr(A) =
supλ∈ sr(Aλ) is not true in general, but we always have sr(A)  supλ∈ sr(Aλ) by
[11, Theorem 5.1] and its remark.
3. Examples
Example 3.1. Let A = C(T) = B where T is 1-torus. By (F3) and [13, p. 381],

sr(A⊗B) = 2 = 1 + 1 = sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B) = 2 = 1 + 1 = sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B) = 2 < 2 + 2 = csr(A) + csr(B).
Hence the estimates of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 are optimal. Let A = C(T2) = B.
Then
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sr(A⊗B) = 3 < 2 + 2 = sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B) = 3 < sr(A) + sr(B) = csr(A) + csr(B),
which shows that the equalities of the estimates are not true in the commutative case.
Example 3.2. Let A = C(X) and B = Mn(C), where X is a contractible compact
space with 2  k = dim X finite, and n is enough larger than k. By (F3), (F4) and
[4, Corollary 2.12],

sr(A⊗B) = 2 < ([k/2] + 1) + 1 = sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B) = 1 < ([k/2] + 1) + 1 = sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B) = 1 < 1 + 1 = csr(A) + csr(B),
which suggest that the equalities of the estimates of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 are not
true in the noncommutative case. Also, for A = K⊗ C([0, 1]) = B, we have{
sr(A⊗B) = 2 = 1 + 1 = sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B) = 1 < 2 = sr(A) + sr(B) = csr(A) + csr(B).
Example 3.3. Let A = B be the Toeplitz C∗-algebra, which is not liminal and of
type I, and an extension of K by C(T). Then Â∞ is a point, but (A⊗B)∧∞ is not a
Hausdorff space.
By (F2), [11, Example 4.13] and [4, Example 1.2],{
sr(A⊗B) = 2 < 2 + 2 = sr(A) + sr(B),
csr(A⊗B) = 2 < sr(A) + sr(B) = csr(A) + csr(B).
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